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Grade  Common Core Standards Lessons 
ALL The garden inspires all types of writing: 

● Nature journal 

● Scientific 

● Opinion  

● Narrative 

● Informative 

 

GROWING POEMS  
JOURNALING 
SHARED RESEARCH PROJECTS  
  
SCAVENGER HUNTS  
6 of One      
Burma shave  
WALK AND TALK 
 
Visit https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s-garden-
lessons  
for all the lessons that the Farm to School 
program can offer.  Most individual lessons 
work for a range of grade levels as well as a 
range of subjects concepts.  We can also 
help you brainstorm if you want to use the 
garden for _______ but aren’t sure where to 
start! 

https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s
mailto:farmtoschool@slcww.org
https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s-garden-lessons
https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s-garden-lessons
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Kinder ELA.W.K.1 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose opinion 

pieces in which they tell a reader the topic or the name of the book they are writing about 

and state an opinion or preference about the topic or book.          

                                                                                                                                         
ELA.W.K.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose 

informative/explanatory texts in which they name what they are writing about and supply 

some information about the topic.  

   

ELA.W.K.3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single event 

or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in which they occurred, 

and provide a reaction to what happened. 

   

ELA.W.K.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., explore a number of 

books by a favorite author and express opinions about them).  

  

ELA.W.K.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences 

or gather information from provided sources to answer a question.  

Seed Investigation / Parts of a Seed (WK) 
 
Insect Cycles (WK) 
 
Little Munchkins (LL) 
 
Planting Seeds (WWVF2S) 
 
Colors, Shapes, and ABCs (WK) 

1st ELA.W.1.1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or name the book they 

are writing about, state an opinion, supply a reason for the opinion, and provide some 

sense of closure  

ELA.W.1.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name a topic, supply some 

facts about the topic, and provide some sense of closure. 

ELA.W.1.3 Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced 

events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal 

event order, and provide some sense of closure  

ELA.W.1.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects   

ELA..W.1.8 With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences 

or gather information from provided sources to answer a question  

 

https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s
mailto:farmtoschool@slcww.org
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_25075abc84304edfa46ac64b7cd960f1.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_a353732a61984356930b000d920d55f3.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_a75a5a4141fb4a2d8bfd3eaf03aa825b.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_5d7f42503b7a4047b45bbec3e44e0d2c.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_dd46cfe99ad04a6887b3bd1ad27714ec.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_3ab5a7f416f24b3db70d0dc130cef297.pdf
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2nd 

ELA.W.2.1 Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or book they are writing 

about, state an opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion, use linking words (e.g., 

because, and, also) to connect opinion and reasons, and provide a concluding statement 

or section  

ELA.W.2.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they introduce a topic, use facts 

and definitions to develop points, and provide a concluding statement or section   

ELA.W.2.3 Write narratives in which they recount a well-elaborated event or short 

sequence of events, include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings, use 

temporal words to signal event order, and provide a sense of closure   

ELA.W.2.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of 

books on a single topic to produce a report; record science observations)  

ELA..W.2.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided 

sources to answer a question  

Sensory Soil (LL) 
 
Scientists At Work (LL) 
 
Bring in the Clean Up Crew (LL) 
 
Space Travelers(LL) 
 
The Cycle Hunt (LL) 
 

3rd ELA.W.3.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 

reasons.  

   

ELA.W.3.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and 

information clearly.  

   

ELA.W.3.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 

effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences. 

 
ELA.W.3.7 Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic  

 

Flower Power, Parts I, II (LL) 
 
Habitat Hunt (WWVF2S) 
 
Magic Spots (LL) 
 
Mason Bee Habitat (WWVF2S) 
 
Room to Live (LL) 
 
Interview an Organism (WWVF2S) 
 

https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s
mailto:farmtoschool@slcww.org
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_f4c2a0d25cbb48bf84965fd9c23b0fbf.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_97fefb6d585147be9e9d0e09bcf26359.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_32c2a04ce2544143baeceba45be460ad.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_1159bdf1ae3b4ef286b32f780e97da35.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_0c7ced4588374411a395e8bc1f8f582a.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_5642165893954f5a9a002ab7dea74d87.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_12dcd8439d21465caf8df6d0844b814f.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_49374751a9f24bc1a2eeb683ae9efb5c.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_f4d963375a2c4c16925b9d9b9720751b.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_4d3675e5a58e40fdb6c774b9ee82311e.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_8e4c5ace59e742eb9ebfda201a64af7f.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_bdc1db19a0d646178098e973593c98d3.pdf
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ELA.W.3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and 

digital sources; take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories 

    

ELA.W.3.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 

revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 

discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

4th ELA.W.4.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 

reasons and information 

 
ELA.W.4.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and 

information clearly 

 
ELA.W.4.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 

effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences  

 
ELA.W.4.7 Conduct short research projects that build knowledge through investigation of 

different aspects of a topic  

 
ELA.W.4.8 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information 

from print and digital sources; take notes and categorize information, and provide a list of 

sources  

 
ELA.W.4.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 

revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 

discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences 

 

5th ELA.W.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with 

reasons and information  

 

Slimy Character on Trial (LL) 
 
Nature Journaling (WWVF2S) 
 

https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s
mailto:farmtoschool@slcww.org
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_499ab9fc8f0b41f8beb427cb43e61ff1.pdf
https://b6bf3504-4d2d-42aa-b3fc-241e4ed1c05f.filesusr.com/ugd/9d4cdf_1d096edcee834de3a326cc9d2170154c.pdf
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ELA.W.5.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and 

information clearly  

  

ELA.W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 

effective technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences   

 
ELA.W.5.7 Conduct short research projects that use several sources to build knowledge 

through investigation of different aspects of a topic   

  

ELA.W.5.8 Recall relevant information from experiences or gather relevant information 

from print and digital sources; summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished 

work, and provide a list of sources   

  

ELA.W.5.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and 

revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of 

discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences  

 

https://www.slcww.org/wwvf2s
mailto:farmtoschool@slcww.org

